
Bellwork: Date ________________________   ISN page # ___________ 
 
1 . Monica filled a balloon with helium, and it floated to the ceiling of her    
     room.  Three days later, the balloon rested on her floor. When Monica  
    asked her science teacher to explain why this happened, he said that  
    most of the helium had moved out of the balloon and had been replaced  
    by molecules of gases in  the air moving into the balloon. Which process  
    caused the exchange of helium with the other gases?    
                              
                             A. homeostasis              C. simple diffusion      
                             B.  respiration                D.  chemical reaction 
 
2. Kira wants to know how salt water affects plants. She placed a flower  
   and stem in water with a salt concentration of one tablespoon of salt per    
   cup of water. What will happen to the flower?    
      
      A. Water molecules will enter the flower's cells and it will bloom.   
      B. Water molecules will leave the flower's cells and it will wilt.    
      C. Chloroplasts will enter the flower's cells and turn the cells green.   
      D. Chloroplasts will leave the flower's cells and turn the water green.  
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